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ABSTRACT 

 As CMOS technology scales down into the nano-technology domain and the complexity of 

evolving integrated circuits design increases, VLSI systems become more and more vulnerable to 

permanent and transient faults. Therefore error detection and correction is one of the major 

properties of future on-chip micro networks. In this paper we propose using Redundant Multi-Level 

Residue Number System and a new switch-to-switch retransmission scheme to increase the data 

transmission reliability in on-chip networks. Residue Number System (RNS) is an integer and non 

weighted number system that is useful tool for Digital Signal Processing (DSP) since it can support 

parallel, carry-free, high-speed and low power arithmetic. Redundant Residue Number System is an 

extension of RNS which also supports error detection and correction. The Multi-Level Residue 

Number System uses the new Residue Number System for each modulo, so in the relation of 

decreasing modulo the speed of operation is increased. By the combination of those systems we 

purpose a new numeric system which supports parallel and high speed computations, restricted 

carry propagation and reliable communications. This system also supports high error detection and 

correction capabilities. Our new method can achieve more optimizations in the terms of data 

security, error detection and correction, high speed data transmission and computation. 

KEYWORDS: Networks on Chip, Reliability, Residue Number System, Switch-to-Switch Retransmission, Error 

Detection and Correction 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the past decades, System on Board (SOB) 

has been the dominant methodology for 

designing complex digital systems. As the 

complexity of applications and their required 

algorithms have grown so rapidly, SOB has 

been replaced by System on Chip (SOC) 

methodology.  Next generations of systems-on-

chip (SoC) will consist of hundreds of pre-

designed IPs
1
 assembled together to form large 

chips with very complex functionality. As 

technology scales and chip integrity grows, on-

chip communication is playing an increasingly 

dominant role in System-on-Chip (SoC) 

design[1,2].To deal with the increasingly 

difficult problem of on-Chip communication, it 

has been recently proposed to connect the IPs 

using a Network-on-Chip (NoC)architecture. 

Each core is connected to a switch by a 

network interface. Cores communicate with 

each other by sending packets via a path 

consisting of a series of switches and inter-

switch links [1,2,3]. As devices shrink toward 

the nanometer scale, on-chip interconnects are 

becoming a critical bottleneck in meeting 

performance and power consumption 

requirements of chip designs.  

Network-on-Chip (NoC) [1-3] has been 

proposed as a solution to provide better 

modularity, scalability, reliability and higher 

bandwidth compared to bus-based 

communication infrastructures. In NOC each 

core is connected to a switch by a network 

                                                
1
 Intellectual property 

interface. Cores communicate with each other 

by sending packets. Fig. 1 shows an abstract 

view of a NOC. As shown  in fig.1, A typical 

NoC consists of four major components: Cores, 

Network Interface Units (NIUs), Switches and 

Physical Links. Each core can be a processing 

Element (PE), embedded memory, DSP or etc. 

Other components constitute the 

communication fabric. 

Figura1.(a)  

 Figure 1.(b 

Figure.1 (a) The typical structure of a A 4×4-2-D mesh NoC 
S: switch; C: core; NI: network interface 

(b) The typical structure of a switsh 
According to ITRS’s report [5], the feature size 

will shrink to 50nm with 4 billion transistors on 

a single chip, and the frequency can be up to 

10GHz while the working voltage is around 1v. 

The more sophisticated semiconductor 

technology makes the more powerful and 

complex NOCs come true. The on-chip 

network is the backbone used for 

communication between various computing 

resources. The task of on-chip network is to 

provide pre-specified quality of service (QoS) 
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for communication, including bandwidth, 

latency and reliability. 

As for the QoS provided by NoC, the reliability 

of transmission is one of the most important 

aspects. The fault tolerant mechanism is 

indispensable in DSM and nanometer 

technology. The factors which may introduce 

errors into on-chip network can be categorized 

into two classes: one is for the crosstalk 

between long wires and the other for the 

cosmic rays, electronic-magnetic interference, 

variation of process etc. Those can increase the 

probability of transient errors and soft errors 

significantly which may be hardly avoided or 

eliminated. There will be more and more fault 

types affecting on-chip interconnected wires as 

technology is getting improved. However, it’s 

impossible or very expensive to avoid these 

faults completely at design stage. Thereby error 

recovery and fault tolerant mechanisms are 

needed. These mechanisms can provide high 

reliability with low test and verification cost. 

However, traditional fault tolerant algorithms 

cannot be 

used on chip directly due to the constraint of 

resource, power consumption, latency and chip 

area. Existing fault tolerant mechanisms fall 

into two major categories: one is the request 

retransmission mechanism based on error 

checking and correcting code, the other is 

stochastic communication.[4] 

 REQUEST RETRANSMISSION 

SCHEMES 

Most of literatures consider NoC with 2D mesh 

topology and Wormhole switching. Wormhole 

switching this is employed because of its low 

latency and low buffer requirement. In 

wormhole switching, a packet is divided into 

flits for transmission. The header flit contains 

the routing information, which is used by the 

switches to establish the routing path. The 

remaining flits simply follow the path in a 

pipeline fashion. A flit is passed to the next 

switch as soon as enough buffer space is 

available to store it, even though there is not 

enough space to store the whole packet. The 

NOC reliability can be ensured at two level: 

packet level and flit level. In first method, 

packet level,  error detection/correction codes 

added  and attributed to a packet. In this 

method sending faulty flits can not be stopped. 

In second method, flit level, error 

detection/correction codes added and attributed 

to each flit separately. Therefore, In this 

method sending faulty flits can not be stopped 

at each time.  

 In these method error recovery can be down in 

three way : end-to-end retransmission, switch-

to-switch retransmission and hybrid 

retransmission. There are three types of 

retransmission: end-to-end, switch-to-switch 

and hybrid [4]. End-to-end retransmission can 

use parity or CRC code to check packets. 

Packet checking is only performed at 

destination end. Intermediate switches only 

forward packets and have little knowledge 

about whether the packet is destroyed. The 
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source end should wait for ACK or NACK 

packets fed back by the destination and then 

decide whether to retransmit the packet or not. 

In switch-to-switch mechanism, on the other 

hand, each intermediate switch checks all the 

passing packets. Therefore decoders are needed 

in all switches. Hybrid mechanism makes use 

of end-to-end error correcting and in some 

degree has lower retransmission overhead. But 

error correcting logic is complex and consumes 

large chip area. 

For end-to-end retransmission mechanism, the 

transmission latency may be long because 

packets may be destroyed on the way, but 

intermediate switches do not have such 

knowledge. Switch-to-switch retransmission 

responds more quickly, as each switch checks 

the passing packets and requests retransmission 

when necessary. However, it brings more 

computing and processing on the way. In 

addition, end-to-end error correcting has very 

complex logic.[4] 

RESIDU NUMBER SYSTEM (RNS)  

The Residue Number System (RNS) is an 

unconventional and non weighted number 

system, which is capable of supporting parallel, 

carry free, high speed arithmetic. In this 

system, arithmetic operations act on residues - 

reminder of dividing original number in several 

definite modulo - in parallel. Consequently 

computations on these residues which are 

smaller than the original number are 

performed, so speed up arithmetic and 

decreased power consumption is achieved [6]. 

A Residue Number System is characterized by 

a moduli set 
1 2{ , ,..., }nm m m , where the modulo 

( )1,2,...,im i n=  are pair-wise relatively prime 

[5]. Any integer X  in the dynamic range of M, 

1 2 ... nM m m m= ´ ´ ´ , is represented by a N-

tuple 
1 2 3( , , , ..., )nx x x x , where ix  is the residue of 

X  in modulo im  for 1,2,...,i n= . 

The reconstruction of X  from its residues 

1 2 3( , , , ..., )nx x x x  is based on the Chinese 

Reminder Theory (CRT) shown by: 

1

( )
i

n

i i m i

i M

X x N M


   

1

n

i

i

M M


  

1, , 1,2,3, ,
i

i i i
m

i

M
M N M i n

m

            (1) 

The notation 1

i
i

m
M  in (1) denotes the 

multiplicative inverse of iM  modulo im . 

Another advantage of this system is a security; 

because the conversion of RNS to weighted 

number system needs moduli which operate as 

a key. 

Some applications of RNS are digital signal 

processing [6], digital filters [7], coding theory 

[8], RSA encoding algorithm [9,10], digital 

communication [11], Ad-Hoc networks, 

distributed dependable and secure data storage 

and retrieval [12], ability of error detection and 

correction [13-14] and fault tolerant systems 

[15]. 

In this system, if error occurs in the one of 

residues, the affect of its is not effect other 
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residues. In the other hand, RNS inherently is 

fault tolerant [16-18]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as following; 

In section 2 and 3 recollect Multi-Level 

Residue Number System and Redundant 

Residue Number System, respectively. In 

section 4 we define a brief review of Networks 

on Chip concept. Multi-Level Redundant 

Residue Number System and its application in 

Networks on Chip is presented in the section 5. 

Some comparisons are performed between 

Multi-Level Redundant Residue Number 

System and other conventional error control 

mechanisms in Network on Chip. Finally, the 

section 6 presents some conclusion of our error 

control mechanism. 

Multi-Level Residue Number System 

Arithmetic computations on each modulo could 

be done on the new Residue Number System 

and repeated until it led very small moduli. 

This property of RNS causes increasing 

calculations speed, decreasing power 

consumption, increasing security and fault 

tolerance. In other words this process could be 

repeated for several levels. 

The system derived from the process is called 

Multi-Level Residue Number System 

(MLRNS). However in this system the 

dynamic range of any sub-Residue Number 

System like residues in i
th

 level must be greater 

than the greatest modulo in the previous level 

like residues in (i-1)
th
 level. In this paper Two-

level Residue Number System is assumed in 

order to simplify the presentation. It should be 

considered that provided method could be 

expanded for more levels as well [19]. 

In Two-Level Residue Number System, two 

symmetrical key encryption algorithms are 

used together, so the system has a high 

security. Another advantage of Two-Level 

Residue Number System is the simple selection 

moduli set for large presentation limits. This 

capability is achieved while few large moduli 

are selected and new RNS with smaller moduli 

is used for the second level. When we choose 

few numbers of great moduli of first level: First 

the problem of being pair-wise relatively prime 

of moduli and unbalancing of them, would be 

solved. Second: Because of using of less 

moduli, the converter circuits will be simple 

and conversions would be done rapidly. 

Meanwhile since the moduli in the second level 

were small, internal computations of Residue 

Number System are performed rapidly, because 

of short carry propagation [20]. 

Notations that used for Two-Level Residue 

Number System in this paper are as following: 

  1 2 3, , , , nm m m m : First level of Residue 

Number System moduli set. 

  1 2 3, , , ,
ii i i inm m m m : Second level of 

Residue Number System moduli set for 

modulo im  ( 1,2,3, ,i n  ). 

 1 2 3( , , , , )nr r r r : Residues of first level 

Residue Number System. 

 1 2 3( , , , , )
ii i i inr r r r : Residues of second 

level for ir  ( 1,2,3, ,i n  ). 
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X

1mod( )m

11x
11nx

n1x
nnnx

11mod( )m
11mod( )nm

mod( )nm

1mod( )nm mod( )
nnnm

 

Arithmetic computations a Two-Level 

Residue Number System are performed on the 

second level residues. Hence two operand 

arithmetic operations are defined as following: 

1 2 3

1 2 3 1 2 3

{ , , , , }

{ , , , , } { , , , , }

i

i i

i i i in

i i i in i i i in

z z z z

x x x x y y y y



  
         (2) 

Where ( ) modij ij ij ijz x y m  , 1,2,3, ,i n  , 

1,2,3, , ij n  , and " "  could be addition, 

subtraction and multiplication [21-24]. 

For conversion from weighted number system 

to Two-Level Residue Number System, first 

the number should be converted to the first 

level Residue Number System then these 

residues should be converted to the second 

level Residue Number System. This process is 

shown in figure 2. 

Figure 2: Conversion from weighted number 

system to Two-Level Residue Number System. 

In the reverse conversion, in n channel   CRT 

for 1,2,3, ,i n   it is necessary to convert 

second level residues to equal residues of first 

level and then convert to weight number 

system by using a in -channel CRT. This 

process is shown in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Conversion from Two-Level Residue 

Number System to weight number system 

I. REDUNDANT RESIDUE NUMBER SYSTEM 

Additional moduli are used in Residue 

Number System for error detection and 

correction. This system is called Redundant 

Residue Number System (RRNS). Redundant 

Residue Number System is presented by 

 
11 2 ,, , , , ,

hh m h rm m m m
    and 

1i im m        (3) 

In the case all moduli were pair-wise 

relatively prime the presentation limit of this 

system is equal to:  

1

0,
h r

i

i

m




 


 
                                                   (4) 

The interval  0, M  that 
1

h

i

i

M m


  

constitutes the legitimate range and the interval 

 , RM M M  that 
1

h r

R i

i h

M m


 

  is associated so-

called illegitimate range. Any integer belonging 

to the legitimate range will be labeled as 

legitimate and those belonging to the 

illegitimate range as illegitimate. 

In the Redundant Residue Number 

System with h r  modulo, a number like X 

which X M    is represented 

by
1 2 1( , , , , , , )h h h rx x x x x   . 

The minimum distance mind  is a 

fundamental parameter associated with any 

error control code. The minimum distance of an 

RRNS code is mind , if the product of 

Redundant modulo satisfies the following 

relation vice versa 

1

1 1

max{ } max{ } ,1
i i

d d

j R j i

i i

m M m j h r


 

       (5) 
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As a result, the minimum hamming 

distance of a Redundant Residue Number 

System is 3, if:  

1 2 1 2 3

1 2 3

max{ . } max{ . . }

1 , ,

j j R j j jm m M m m m

j j j h r

 

  
        (6) 

Vice versa. 

For example if a assumed Redundant 

Residue Number System with moduli set of 

1 2 3 4 5 6( , , , , , )m m m m m m  (3,7,11,13,16,17) for 3d   

MR should 272 3536RM   

So minimum distance of 3 will be derived 

from each of these sets:  

5 6

1 2 4

1 2 5

{ , : 272}

{ , , : 273}

{ , , : 336}

R

R

R

m m M

m m m M

m m m M







                                 (7) 

In addition, if we choose moduli 

1 2 3 5{ , , , : 3696}Rm m m m M   minimum distance of 4 

will be derived. 

As depicted before choosing redundant 

moduli set for minimum Hamming distance is 

non-unique. For choosing the optimal 

redundant moduli set in order to maximize the 

amount of M  according to equation 

RM M C  (in which C  is a constant) number, 

RM  should be minimized. The least 
RM  for 

minimum Hamming distance is equal to:  

1

1

max{ } ,1
i

d

R j i

i

M m j h r




                      (8) 

In the optimal Redundant Residue 

Number System 1d   big moduli of it should 

be chosen for minimum Hamming distance. In 

the other words: 

1 ( )

( ) 1 1

d h r h

d h r h r

   

      
                            (9) 

Consequently in the optimal Redundant 

Residue Number System the minimum 

Hamming distance is equal to 1r   [25,26]. 

From here optimal Redundant Residue Number 

System is meant by Redundant Residue 

Number System. 

In Redundant Residue Number System if 

h  residues were achieved among h r residues 

then we could recover the number X . This 

property makes error detection and correction 

possible in Redundant Residue Number System 

which is the basis of error detection and 

correction as well. 

1

,1
i

h

j i

i

m M j n M M

X M M X M 



 
      

 

       

           (10) 

Derivation of X from h moduli is possible 

according to these equations by using Chinese 

Reminder Theorem. 

Coding properties of Redundant Residue 

Number System are similar to Reed-Solomon 

well known codes. As a result by considering 

the minimum Hamming distance of this code is 

1r  : 

 This code has the capability of detection 

r  corrupted residues. 

 This code has the capability of 

correcting 
2

r 
 
 

corrupted residues. 

11n11 xx 
nnnn1 xx 

CRTChanneln 1

Channel CRTn 

X

nn Channel CRT
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 This code has the capability of 

simultaneous correcting up to   

corrupted residues and detection up to 

  corrupted residues ( )  , if and only 

if r   . 

 This code has the capability of 

simultaneous detection of t  errors and 

detection of s  residues which are 

corrupted in the path and hasn’t reached 

if and only if t s r  . 

 This code has the capability of 

simultaneous correction of t  errors and 

correction of s  residues which are 

corrupted in the path and hasn’t arrived, 

if and only if 2t s r  . 

MULTI-LEVEL REDUNDANT RESIDUE NUMBER 

SYSTEM AND ITS APPLICATION IN NETWORKS 

ON CHIP 

 MULTI-LEVEL REDUNDANT RESIDUE NUMBER 

SYSTEM 

In this paper Multi-Level Redundant Residue 

Number System is presented for increasing 

error detection and correction and increasing 

security in high speed computing without carry 

propagation. In Multi-Level Redundant 

Residue Number System, redundant moduli 

could be used for error detection and 

correction. Many errors could be detected or 

corrected in low levels in this method. Multi-

Level Redundant Residue Number System has 

the capability to provide much fault tolerance 

for more important moduli in first level, in this 

method moduli which are supposed for lower 

levels of Redundant Residue Number System 

have more redundancy or have more Hamming 

distance in other words. There is an important 

issue in this system. The error detection and 

correction of RRNS coding are performed on 

moduli not on bits (Note moduli might be 

single bit or more). Therefore if a single-bit-

error occurs, other moduli will not be effected. 

So, the rate of error detection and correction 

will be increase for single-bit-error by using 

small moduli. 

ERROR CONTROL MECHANISM IN NETWORKS 

ON CHIP 

Among the many NoC architectures proposed 

in the literature, similar to [27], we chose one 

that incorporates features that have been 

successful in many NoC designs and represents 

a reasonable design point. We use it as the 

basic architecture for incorporating the error 

recovery schemes used in the experiments. In 

the architecture we choose, the processor and 

memory cores communicate with each other 

through network components: switches, links, 

and network interfaces (NIs). NIs packetize 

data from the cores and build routing 

information for data communication. Each core 

has a sender and receiver NI for sending and 

receiving data from and to the core. We use an 

input-queued router with credit-based flow 

control with each packet segmented into 

multiple flits (Flow Control Units). We assume 

static routing, with paths set up at the sender 

NI, and wormhole flow control for data 
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transfer. Applied error control mechanism in 

NoC is shown in figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: RNS Error control mechanism in Network 

on Chip 

As shown in figure.3, in this scheme RNS 

encoder and decoder units are added to each 

switch for error detection/correction. RNS 

decoder decodes receiving flits for error 

detection/correction. RNS encoder unit encodes 

flits before sending to adjacent switch. 

In our proposed scheme for error control, each 

switch has two types of buffers. One is 

transmission buffer, a FIFO buffer, which 

stores arrival flits and another is retransmission 

buffer, a spare buffer which stores a copy of 

sent flits for probable retransmission. Unlike 

previous works which ACK and NACK signals 

were used to flit flow control between adjacent 

switches, in our new work only NACK signal 

is used. Despite overhead of retransmission 

buffers, the control unit of the switch in our 

work has simple structure and retransmission 

delay is very low. 

In this scheme switch has been implemented in 

fashion so that once a flit sent form FIFO 

buffer, one copy of sent flit will added at the 

end of retransmission buffer and in each cycle 

shifted on unit forward. 

If a NACK signal received, transmission buffer 

(FIFO) of the sender switch will be blocked 

and flit which is located in front of 

retransmission buffer will be sent in next cycle. 

One copy of this sent flit will be stored at the 

end of retransmission buffer again. Structure of 

such a switch is shown in figure.5. Note that in 

order to simplicity of the figure, connection 

lines which are needed to transmitting flits 

between two adjacent switches are shown as 

unidirectional. Also, we show only 

transmission circuit and other units of the 

switch are not shown in this figure.  

 

Figure 5: Proposed switch structure, include transmission 

buffer (FIFO) and retransmission buffer and RNS 

encoder/decoder 

 

In each clock cycle, if transmission buffer of 

receiver switch not be full, a flit will be entered 

to its encoder circuit and then transmitted to 

next switch through connection link. We 

suppose each flit can be transmitted from one 

switch to its adjacent switch through a link 

during one cycle. 

In this scheme single-errors will be detected 

and corrected automatically in RNS decoder 

unit of the receiver switch. Flits with two or 

more error (burst error) will be detected. In 

these cases faulty flits will be discarded and 

DED signal of decoder will be activated and a 
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NACK signal transmitted to sender switch. 

Sender switch send a copy of discarded flit 

again from its retransmission buffer. 

After receiving NACK signal in sender switch, 

its buf_block signal will be activated and 

transmission buffer in sender switch will be 

blocked temporary. Then in next cycle flits sent 

from retransmission buffer of the sender 

switch. This operation will be continued until 

all discarded flit retransmitted. Then buf_block 

signal inactivated and in the next cycle flits will 

transmitted form transmission buffer (FIFO) 

again.  

In this scheme retransmission will be down for 

each flit individually in with switch to switch 

mode. Therefore, power consumption overhead 

due to one flit retransmission is very low and 

negligible, in comparison with retransmission 

of a complete packet from source node to 

destination node. Also in most of times, 

probability of retransmission is very low, 

because in this scheme all single-errors will be 

detected. Because the header flit carries critical 

information (such as routing information), it is 

protected by error detect codes, which the 

switch checks at each hop traversal. As it was 

mentioned we use wormhole switching in our 

proposed architecture. In wormhole switching 

packets are split into flits (Flow Control Units) 

Because of inherent property of Multi-Level 

Residue Number System in splitting large 

numbers to small moduli, we use this property 

to split packets Small binary moduli 

(flits)(figure 6). 

 

Figure 6.(a) 

 

Figure 6.(b) 

Figure 6. (a)splitting a packet into flits. (b) Multi-Level 

Residue Number System mechanism applied in wormhole 

switching 

COMPARISON 

We compare conventional coding mechanisms 

by two parameters: capability of error detection 

and correction and burst error detect.  As 

presented in table 1, Multi-Level Redundant 

Residue Number System code is compared 

with parity, CRC and hamming mechanisms. 

None of other error control mechanisms are 

capable to split packet into small one. One of 

the major advantages of MLRRNS codes is the 

burst error detect. The Burst error detect are 

performed in moduli level. 

Table 1. The comparison between error control mechanism 

Error Control mechanism Capability Burst error 

check 

Parity check Code Error detection No 

Cyclic Redundancy Check Error detection Yes 
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Codes 

Hamming Codes Error detection and 

correction 

No 

Multi-Level Redundant 

Residue Number System 

Codes 

Error detection and 

correction 

Yes 

CONCLUSION  

In this paper we propose using Redundant 

Multi-Level Residue Number System and a 

new switch-to-switch retransmission scheme to 

increase the data transmission reliability in on-

chip networks. In our proposed scheme for 

error control, each switch has two types of 

buffers. One is transmission buffer, a FIFO 

buffer, which stores arrival flits and another is 

retransmission buffer, a spare buffer which 

stores a copy of sent flits for probable 

retransmission. Unlike previous works, in our 

new work only NACK signal is used. Also we 

introduce the Multi-Level Redundant Residue 

Number System (MLRRNS) as a numeric 

system and its capability of error detection and 

correction. then we proposed a new approach in 

applying MLRRNS error control mechanism 

into the Network on Chip architecture. In our 

scheme each switch equipped with RNS 

encoder/decoder units to error detection and 

correction. In this scheme error control and 

retransmission will be down for each flit 

individually with switch to switch mode. 

Therefore, delay and power consumption  

overhead due to one flit retransmission is very 

low and negligible, in comparison with 

retransmission of a complete packet from 

source node to destination node. The main 

property of Multi-Level Redundant Residue 

Number System is the splitting big numbers 

into small one and that future is used to split 

packets into small flits in wormhole switching. 

Another advantage of this error control 

mechanism is error detection/correction. Also 

the designers can add different redundant bits 

to every flits that it depends on the design. 

Finally, Our new method can achieve more 

optimizations in the terms of data security, 

error detection and correction, high speed data 

transmission and computation. Beijing, China  
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